Microsoft Dynamics for Automotive Manufacturing

Competitiveness and efficiency are more important now than ever before in the history of
automotive industry. Automotive manufacturers are presses to keep prices low while coming out
with multiple new models that excite the marketplace. This leads to enormous pressure on
automotive suppliers. To meet these challenges, suppliers must continually improve product quality
while lowering product costs.

One way to meet these challenges is to increase the
flexibility of your design, manufacturing, financial,
and CRM solutions. With the right technology in
place, you can run these systems in ways that will
improve operations within your own walls, open
visibility in the supply chain, and increase your
competitiveness.
Microsoft Dynamics ERP is a well-integrated
business solution supporting your business practice.
Dynamics ERP can help you gather real-time
forecasts from automotive manufacturers, create
detailed manufacturing plans and supplier forecasts,
react quickly to changes in demand, and summarize
real-time and historic data for better business
decisions.

AN OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR:
Dynamics ERP can help you with powerful
manufacturing, financial, and CRM solutions
that support lean business processes. This
can help you shrink development cycles,
respond quickly to customer trends, comply
with changing regulations, and compete
globally.



Efficient operations management



Smooth supply-chain operations



Streamlined engineering



Responsiveness to market demands



Innovative integration
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Microsoft Dynamics for Automotive Manufacturing

Intech’s ERP solution for Automotive
Manufacturing
Built on the Microsoft Dynamics ERP platform, Intech
developed an industry-specific solution for automotive
manufacturing. Our solution is a powerful, flexible, lowcost and customizable as per your needs. Our
automotive vertical focuses on the following modules:


Lean manufacturing capabilities



Customer and supply chain visibility



Release accounting support



Contract and supplier management



Advanced product quality planning (APQP)



Collaborative design



In line vehicle sequencing (ILVS)



Shop floor data collection



Container tracking



Field service and warranty tracking



Subcontracting

With our Sure Step Methodology, we make sure that
your time, money and efforts in implementing a global
ERP solution are minimized.

The Microsoft Dynamics Advantage
Customer is the king. Today, they expect more for
less and to fulfill this desire, you should make your
business processes as efficient as possible so that you
too don’t incur any losses. Microsoft Dynamics ERP is
a full-fledge business solution that has following
advantages over other software:


A standard yet customizable solution to fit to
your company's specific needs



Enabling back office to handle more volume with
less staff thus reducing admin cost



Any time any device access to get business status
and insights on-the-go



Manage multiple languages, currencies &
country reporting requirements



Increase efficiency, reduce costs & minimize
errors by automating previously manual
processes



Shorter billing cycles by integrating field tickets
with invoicing



Manage growth and expansion more effectively



Economical solution with lesser implementation
time and cost
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